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04 Eternal Warfare  
05 Im Dämonengarten  
06 Not A Film Theme  
07 Who Will Bother   
08 Implode 
09 Lab Rats, Escape!  
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11 Black Pyramid
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Album Credits: Music by Aiko Aiko. Lyrics by Nada Aiko. Guest 
Musicians: Daniel Weltlinger (Violin), Asim Al-Chalabi (Oud). Mixed 
by Philip Zauner at Sonic Live Studios. Mastered by Klemens 
Mayrhofer at Master Station Vienna.

About Aiko Aiko‘s debut album „Lab Rats, Escape!“ 
“Lab Rats, Escape!” is the first LP of Vienna-based electronic-experimental deep pop duo Aiko Aiko, and was released on Wire Globe Recordings May 22, 2015. Following 
up their debut EP “Love Is A Doing Word”, it was recorded, mixed and mastered between October 2013 and December 2014. For this record the duo collaborated 
with oriental lute player Asim Al-Chalabi on Not A Film Theme and experimental, jazz and klezmer violinist Daniel Weltlinger on Silent City and Implode. Both artist 
collaborations graced these respective songs with their unique improvisations. In contrast to “Love Is A Doing Word”, Nada Aiko and Pascal Holper utilised their acoustic 
drums and guitars for this album, and again experimented with various sound sources and instruments, such as self-built synths or a converted stethoscope to sample 
Pascal‘s heartbeat, which served as the rhythmical foundation on The Scientist‘s Monologue.

Carefully composed, epic, then again minimalistic songs of intensity and depth, dipped in melancholia, taking you on an odysse in slow motion through a previously 
undiscovered microcosm of spacious sonic landscapes and nightly sceneries of urban abandonment. Softly floating synth layers interwoven with organs and delicate 
piano melodies, driven by edgy yet pulsing electronic beats, at times based on field recordings from urban sampling forays with their collective FA TECH, alternate with 
restless arpeggios, harsh and weighty parts, leaning into industrial, mechanical and technoid rhythms that remind of a destructive machine that keeps pushing forward 
a system in decline. Collectively embedded in a low, dubby fundament, the sonic palette drifts into frantic noise and chaos as well as multilayered and psychedelic-
inclined, conjuring, repetitive arrangements.

Powerful in its dreaminess and fragility, Nada Aiko‘s voice poetically colours this thoughtfully constructed sonic architecture and branches out in many vocal layers, 
bearing different personalities and keenly placing soothing as well as sinister seeds into the deepest of your consciousness. The diverse narrators of this world will lure 
you into a dense world of symbols, allusions and a multitude of meanings.

The album title is taken from the song of the same name on the album. As with the lyrics of most songs on the album, it is to stay ambiguous – though it may of 
course be taken as an invitation to find a way out through the set hallways of your laboratory, be this a system outside or inside of your mind, and find liberation.  
Lab rats, escape!

The album cover is a collage digitally composited by Aiko Aiko over a time period of more than three months in the course of making the album. More than 500 images 
were cut out to piece together an abstract landscape as a periphery for various surrealistic scenes. Interactions between the inhabitants of this peculiar cosmos and 
connections between the different parts – such as bridges, ladders and paths – allow for a play with irregular perspectives and dimensionality. Taken together, all the 
small scenes culminate in an image of a rat gnawing its way out of a human skull. (Text by Karen Elliot)
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Aiko Aiko are: Nada Aiko: Vocals, Keys, Electronics | Pascal Holper: Beats, Electronics

Short Biography
Aiko Aiko are Nada Aiko and Pascal Holper. Both have been around the music scene for quite some time. However, it was not until 2005, that they met during a concert 
of their previous bands. At that time, Pascal Holper played drums in the post-hardcore band Cameran (formerly Racial Abuse), while Nada Aiko was the lead-singer of 
Naos, a progressive-pop band based in Graz. Ensuing this first sonic encounter, they were to play together for the first time when Pascal joined Naos in 2006. What 
then followed was a series of distinct projects, all of which eventually culminated in the formation of Aiko Aiko in 2011.

With the release of their EP “Love Is A Doing Word” in August 2012, the band gave a first impression of how the world sounds, which the duo has been delving into: 
melancholic, floating, diversely tinkering, melodically playful songs, for ears that long for tender comfort in these cynical times. When Nada Aiko emerges from the 
densely crackling, yet at times minimalistic soundscapes with her fragile and gentle voice, and Pascal Holper rhythmically forms the temporal silhouette, a previously 
undiscovered microcosm is revealed.

Following several performances at festivals such as “Nation of Gondwana” (Berlin), “Elevate” (Graz), shows with bands like Tu Fawning, Dirty Beaches,  
The Asthmatix, etc., and the self-made video collage for their song “Lotus”, Aiko Aiko released their first LP, entitled “Lab Rats, Escape!” on Wire Globe Recordings 
in May 2015.

General Info

Formed: 2011
Genre: Electronica, Experimental, Deep Pop, Psychedelic 
Discography: “Love Is A Doing Word” EP (self-released, 2012), “Lab Rats, Escape!”
LP (Wire Globe Recordings, 2015)
Videos: Lotus (2013), Don’t Starve (2012), Unring-a-ring (2012) 
Support for: Dirty Beaches, Tu Fawning, The Asthmatix  
Festivals: e.g. Nation Of Gondwana (Ger), Elevate Festival (Aut), Popfest Wien (Aut)

Live dates, news, and more: http://aikoaiko.org
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